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Abstract

Generating controllable videos conforming to user in-
tentions is an appealing yet challenging topic in computer
vision. To enable maneuverable control in line with user in-
tentions, a novel video generation task, named Text-Image-
to-Video generation (TI2V), is proposed. With both con-
trollable appearance and motion, TI2V aims at generat-
ing videos from a static image and a text description. The
key challenges of TI2V task lie both in aligning appear-
ance and motion from different modalities, and in handling
uncertainty in text descriptions. To address these chal-
lenges, we propose a Motion Anchor-based video GEnera-
tor (MAGE) with an innovative motion anchor (MA) struc-
ture to store appearance-motion aligned representation. To
model the uncertainty and increase the diversity, it further
allows the injection of explicit condition and implicit ran-
domness. Through three-dimensional axial transformers,
MA is interacted with given image to generate next frames
recursively with satisfying controllability and diversity. Ac-
companying the new task, we build two new video-text
paired datasets based on MNIST and CATER for evalua-
tion. Experiments conducted on these datasets verify the ef-
fectiveness of MAGE and show appealing potentials of TI2V
task. Datasets are available at https://github.com/Youncy-
Hu/MAGE.

1. Introduction
Video generation has undergone revolutionary changes

and has made great progress in recent years. Early research
of unconditional video generation [24, 26, 28] focused on
how to generate a video from noise or a latent vector from
an aligned latent space. Recently, more emphases have been
put on controllable video generation [4, 11, 30], which al-
lows users to express their intentions about how the scene
or the objects look like (appearance information) or how
the objects move (motion information). Controllable video
generation has many potential applications, including facil-
itating designers in artistic creation and assisting machine
learning practitioners for data augmentation.

*This work was done while Yaosi Hu was an intern at MSRA.

Figure 1. An illustration of the proposed TI2V task. An image
and a detailed text description provide the appearance and motion
information for video generation, respectively.

Existing controllable video generation tasks can be
grouped into three categories, namely Image-to-Video gen-
eration (I2V), Video-to-Video generation (V2V), and Text-
to-Video generation (T2V). These tasks provide different
ways for users to inject the appearance and the motion in-
formation and therefore have different levels of control over
these two factors. I2V and V2V have strong control over
the appearance of generated video, as separate images are
usually provided to set the scene. As for the motion, I2V
shows limited controllability since the task is defined to
accept only coarse-grained motion clues, such as prede-
fined action labels or directions [4]. In contrast, V2V can
generate videos with highly controllable motion because
detailed motion guidance, such as trajectories [11] or ac-
tion sequences [6, 19], are provided in the form of input
video. But one drawback of V2V in practical use is that
such motion guidance is hard to be obtained. Among all the
three tasks, T2V has the weakest control over the generated
video. Users provide both appearance and motion informa-
tion through text, which is imprecise and sometimes am-
biguous. Nevertheless, text description of motion is more
in line with human habits [35] and leaves a lot of room for
creation and imagination in video generation.

In this paper, we introduce a novel video generation task,
named Text-Image-to-Video generation (TI2V). It provides
a natural way for users to express their intentions, using a
single static image to set the scene and a natural text de-
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scription to provide motion. TI2V is a more difficult task
than I2V or T2V. It not only requires the separate under-
standing of text and image, but also needs to align visual
objects with corresponding text descriptions, and then trans-
form the implied object motion to an explicit video. We aim
to achieve two goals in the TI2V task: i) Controllable. Un-
der the constraints of image and text, the generated video
should have visually consistent appearance set by the given
image and semantically aligned motion as described in the
text. ii) Diverse. This goal resolves ambiguity and brings
creativity, which are important and appealing features for
video generation. In the example given in Fig.1, the text
description does not specify which cone it wants to pick up
and which exact position in “the fourth quadrant” it wants
the metal sphere to slide to. Under such “constrained ran-
domness”, we want to produce videos that match the de-
scription but are also diverse.

We design an auto-regressive framework, named MAGE,
to address the TI2V task. A VQ-VAE encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture is adopted for efficient visual token representa-
tion. The key challenge is how to merge the text-described
motion into visual features to generate a controllable and
diverse video. To achieve the controllable goal, we pro-
pose a spatially aligned Motion Anchor (MA) to integrate
the appearance and motion information through the cross-
attention operation in the common latent space for image
and text. Each position in the MA stores all necessary mo-
tion information of the corresponding region for video gen-
eration. We further introduce explicit condition and implicit
randomness into MA. The explicit condition provides addi-
tional constraint from an explicit input (e.g., speed) to im-
prove both controllability and diversity, while the implicit
randomness brings in uncertainty in the data distribution,
allowing the model to generate diverse videos in a stochas-
tic way. In the proposed MAGE framework, we adopt axial
transformer to inject and fuse MA into visual tokens and
generate videos in an auto-regressive manner.

To evaluate TI2V task and our generation model, appro-
priate paired video-text datasets are in need. Different from
T2V task that often conducts experiments on action recog-
nition datasets like KTH [25] or captioning datasets like
MSR-VTT [38] with action label or coarse-grained caption,
TI2V focuses more on the maneuvering capability to image
and requires fine-grained text description. Therefore, we
propose two datasets with synthetic videos and fine-grained
text descriptions based on MNIST [14] and CATER [10] for
TI2V task. By controlling the uncertainty in descriptions,
we can evaluate the performance of both deterministic and
diverse video generation.

The contributions of this paper are concluded as follows:

• A novel Text-Image-to-Video generation task (TI2V)
is introduced, aiming to generate visually consistent
video from an image and a text description.

• A Motion Anchor-based video GEnerator (MAGE) is
proposed to generate controllable and diverse videos.
The core structure, motion anchor (MA), addresses
the challenging matching problem between the appear-
ance in the image and the motion clues in the text.

• Two video-text paired datasets modified from MNIST
and CATER are built for the evaluation of TI2V
task. Moreover, experiments conducted on these two
datasets verify the effectiveness of MAGE.

2. Related Work
We only consider the work of video generation guided

by human intention. In this context, human intention is
mainly composed of the description of the scene (spatial
information) and the description of the motion (temporal in-
formation). We classify related work into three categories,
namely video-to-video (V2V) generation, image-to-video
(I2V) generation, and text-to-video (T2V) generation, ac-
cording to how human intention is expressed.

Note that unconditional video generation [24, 26, 28, 32,
33] is not discussed here, as these works generate videos
from a random variable or a latent vector, and do not provide
an interface for human to express their intention.

2.1. Video-to-Video Generation

There are two popular forms of V2V task, namely fu-
ture video prediction and video-to-video synthesis. They
retrieve or predict the desired motion from an input video.

Future video prediction predicts future frames based on
several past frames provided. The generator is required to
retrieve past motion and predict the future [17, 29, 34, 36].
Due to the unpredictable nature of object motion, works in
this setting are only used to predict very few future frames.

In video-to-video synthesis, motion information is pro-
vided in an explicit form, such as a set of sparse motion
trajectories [11], a sequence of human poses [6,31], or a se-
quence of discrete actions [9, 19]. The spatial information
is provided with separate images or frames (with or without
segmentation masks) [11, 19, 30] or structured data such as
3D face mesh [41]. Thanks to the rich input information,
video-to-video synthesis can generate high-quality videos
with controllable motions. However, the motion sequence
is usually hard to obtain.

2.2. Image-to-Video Generation

Image-to-video generation refers to the line of work
which generates video from a single image and a random
or very coarse motion clue.

When the motion clue is not provided at all, videos are
generated in a stochastic manner constrained by the spatial
information provided by the input image [2, 5, 8, 15, 37, 39,
40]. The models used to generate videos can be generative
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adversarial network (GAN) [40] or variational autoencoder
(VAE) [8]. This kind of stochastic video generation can
only handle short dynamic patterns in distribution.

In order to produce more controllable video, coarse-
grained motion clues, including predefined directions or ac-
tion labels, can be provided [21]. Recently, Blattmann et
al. [4] propose an interactive I2V synthesis model which
allows users to specify the desired motion through the man-
ual poking of a pixel. I2V generation does not require users
to provide detailed motion information, which reduces the
burden for use, but at the same time it is unlikely to be used
for generating videos with complex motion patterns.

2.3. Text-to-Video Generation

T2V task aims at generating videos just from text de-
scriptions, which is a challenging task. There is relatively
little research on this topic.

Mittal et al. [20] first introduced this task and proposed a
VAE-based framework, called Sync-DRAW, to encode sim-
ple captions and generate semantically consistent videos.
A concurrent work [18] performs variable-length semantic
video generation from captions. The model relies on VAE
and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to learn the long-
term and short-term context of the video. Other works et
al. [3, 7, 16, 22] also try to generate video from the caption
and a latent noise vector. However, due to the ambiguity of
text and its inefficacy in providing fine-grained appearance
information, the generated videos are usually at low reso-
lution or very blurry. Recently, a VQ-VAE-based genera-
tor named GODIVA [35] was proposed to generate open-
domain videos from text. However, the appearance of the
generated video tends to be the most salient feature that has
been seen in the training phrase. It is unlikely to generate
videos for complex scene or unseen appearance.

Compared to I2V, the proposed TI2V can generate con-
trollable video through maneuverable dynamics. Compared
to V2V, TI2V does not need complex auxiliary informa-
tion. Compared to T2V, TI2V can generate more control-
lable video due to the specified appearance and fine-grained
motion.

3. MAGE for Text-Image-to-Video Task
3.1. TI2V Problem Formulation

TI2V task aims at generating a video from a static image
and a text description. Formally, given a single static im-
age x1 ∈ Rh×w×C and a text description s = {s1, · · · , sL}
containing L words, the goal of TI2V is to learn a map-
ping function that generates a sequence of frames x̂ =
{x̂2, · · · , x̂T } with consistent appearance with x1 and spec-
ified motion in s.

We address the TI2V task through a supervised learning
approach. During training, a reference video, denoted by

x = {x2, · · · , xT } is provided for (x1, s). The training
objective is to make the conditional distribution of x̂ given
x1 and s approximate the conditional distribution of x.

3.2. MAGE Framework Overview

MAGE adopts a VQ-VAE-based encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. VQ-VAE [27] is an effective tool to convert highly
redundant visual data into a concise representation, which is
a good choice for semantic-level manipulation, as we need
to do in video generation.

The entire framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. When an
initial image x1 and a text description s is given, the im-
age is passed to the VQ-VAE encoder and tokenized into
a group (16x16) of latent codes z1. The vector quantized
image token, as well as text embeddings are then passed to
the cross-attention module to obtain a spatially aligned mo-
tion representation, called motion anchor (M̃ ). The explicit
condition and implicit randomness, which will be detailed
later, are also integrated into the MA.

Then, the MA M̃ is fused with z1 by axial transformer
blocks to produce ẑ2, from which the VQ-VAE decoder can
decode the next video frame x̂2. Once ẑi (i ≥ 2) is ob-
tained, it is sent back to the axial transformers to generate
ẑi+1 together with M̃ and all previous frames. Note that
MA is a global variable which contains all the motion in-
formation needed to generate the entire sequence, so it only
needs to be computed once. The generation process stops
when a predefined sequence length is reached.

The core of the MAGE framework is the motion an-
chor. All the related network models, including the cross-
attention, the axial transformer blocks, the function ϕ that
encodes explicit condition, and the function ψ that encodes
implicit randomness are trained together to achieve a unified
objective. The VQ-VAE encoder and decoder, however, are
peripheral modules which are trained beforehand.

For completeness, we first introduce how we pre-train
VQ-VAE. A VQ-VAE model consists of a latent code-
book C ∈ RK×D, an encoder E and decoder D with re-
spective down-sampling and up-sampling ratio n. The in-
put image x ∈ RH×W×C is encoded into latent vector
ex = E(x) ∈ Rh×w×D first, where h = H/n,w = W/n.
Then ex is discretized by a nearest neighbour look-up in C
to get both quantized index z ∈ Rh×w and quantized vector
ẽx ∈ Rh×w×D. The decoder, with a reversed structure of
the encoder, then reconstructs image x̂ from ẽx.

VQ-VAE is trained with an image-level reconstruction
task. The training objective consists of the reconstruction
loss, codebook loss, and commitment loss. It is written as:

L = logP (x̂ | ẽx)+∥sg (ex)− ẽx∥22+β ∥ex − sg (ẽx)∥22 ,
(1)

where sg stands for the stop-gradient operator and β is the
weighting factor. After this pre-training stage, parameters
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Figure 2. Illustration of the MAGE framework. The black dashed lines and grey dashed lines stand for operations that are only involved
in training and inference processes, respectively. The black solid lines indicate the operations used in both processes. Each frame is
represented by 4× 4 tokens in the figure only for visualization purpose.

in E and D are frozen.

3.3. MA-Based Video Generation

Motion anchor is the core design in MAGE to achieve
controllable and diverse video generation for the TI2V task.
It aligns text with image, and allows for the injection of
explicit condition and implicit randomness.

3.3.1 Image-Text Alignment

In MAGE, we employ a cross-attention module to achieve
the alignment between the image content and the motion
clues given in text. We employ a learnable text encoder to
compute the text embedding es ∈ RL×d from the input text
s, where d is the hidden size. es is used as the key and the
value of the cross-attention module. The image embedding
z1 is converted to the same latent space as es by a learnable
embedding matrix, and the converted embedding, denoted
by ez1 ∈ Rh×w×d, is used as the query.

The cross-attention operation locates the responsive
words for each visual token and aggregates the implied mo-
tion information. Then, the motion information and the
corresponding visual information are fused by a feed for-
ward and normalization layer to generate the motion anchor
M ∈ Rh×w×d. This process can be described by:

Q = ez1,i,jW
q,K = esW

k, V = esW
v,

Ai,j =MultiHead(Q,K, V ),

Mi,j = FFN
(
ez1,i,j , Ai,j

)
.

(2)

where ez1,i,j stands for the visual embedding at position
(i, j) in the first frame. And MultiHead and FFN rep-
resent multi-head attention and feed forward network, re-
spectively. Thus, Mi,j stores the appearance and motion
information at position (i, j).

3.3.2 Explicit Condition and Implicit Randomness

We allow MA to encode some quantifiable conditions that
are not expressed in the text. In this work, we demonstrate
how a typical condition known as motion speed is incorpo-
rated into the generation process and reflected in the gen-
erated video. A simple linear layer ϕ is applied to encode
speed η into an embedding vector c ∈ Rd. It is written as:

c = ϕ(η). (3)

Besides, text description can be ambiguous. The “cor-
rect” video that matches an input image-text pair may not
be unique. Thus, the model is required to accommodate ex-
isting randomness r in data distribution and randomly gen-
erate diverse videos which are semantically consistent with
the text. We propose to use a variational information bot-
tleneck [1] ψ for implicit randomness modeling. ψ consists
of several 3D convolutional blocks and a reparameteriza-
tion layer. During training, we encode the video random-
ness into a random variable that conforms to the standard
normal distribution. During inference, a random variable is
directly sampled from the distribution and merged into the
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MA,
r ∼ qψ (r | ez1∼T ) . (4)

To inject randomness r into MA, an adaptive instance
normalization (AdaIN) layer [13] is applied. Since speed
affects each movement equivalently, c is directly injected
into M through and a channel-wise additive to change the
global motion information. It is formulated as

M̃ = AdaIN(M, r) + c. (5)

3.3.3 Appearance-Motion Fusion

After obtaining the motion anchor M̃ ∈ Rh×w×d, the video
generator G jointly models MA and visual token embed-
dings. To reduce computation, we adopt N axial trans-
former blocks which consist of three-dimensional axial at-
tention [12, 35] on temporal-wise, row-wise, and column-
wise, respectively. As such, the attention complexity is re-
duced from O

(
(Thw)2

)
to O (Thw (T + h+ w)). The

generation can be formulated as

ẑi = G
(
PE

([
M̃ · z<i

]))
, (6)

where [·] stands for the concatenation operation and PE
represents positional embedding. Noted that row-wise and
column-wise attention have full receptive field on respec-
tive axis. But for temporal-wise axial attention, we apply a
causal mask to ensure that a visual token can only receive
the information from previous frames. After stacking sev-
eral axial transformer blocks, each visual token has full re-
ceptive field on current and previous frames for spatial and
temporal information. A token in each position can not only
get the complete motion information from the MA, but also
“track” the motion in previous frames. Recurrently generat-
ing frames with spatially aligned MA ensures coherent and
consistent video output.

The training objective for video generator consists of
a cross-entropy loss for visual token prediction, and two
constraints for explicit condition c and implicit randomness
qψ(r | X). It is formulated as

L =− 1

T

T∑
i=2

zi log (P (ẑi | z<i, s, c, r))

+ α∥c∥22 + βKL (qψ(r | X)∥p(r)) ,

(7)

where α and β are hyper-parameters to trade-off the two
constraints, and p(r) stands for the standard normal prior.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

Traditional T2V methods are often evaluated on Single
Moving MNIST and Double Moving MNIST [20] that con-
tain one and two moving digits, respectively. Four motion

patterns are included: right then left, left then right, up
then down, down then up. Once the border is reached, the
digit will rebound. We propose a Modified Double Mov-
ing MNIST dataset with more movements and a distracting
digit. We also propose two versions of synthetic CATER-
GEN datasets in a 3D environment with lighting and shad-
ows built upon CATER [10]. These datasets are briefly in-
troduced as follows:

• Modified Double Moving MNIST: In order to con-
trol the moving process, we keep two options for the
movement along each direction. One is to stop at the
edge and the other is to bounce once. Once the action
finishes, the digit will stay still. Thus, we get 8 motion
patterns for all four directions. Besides, we randomly
insert one static distracting digit other than the moving
ones as background.

• CATER-GEN-v1: CATER-GEN-v1 is a simpler ver-
sion which is built with two objects (cone and snitch)
and a large ”table” plane inherited from CATER. There
exist four atomic actions: “rotate”, “contain”, “pick-
place” and “slide”. Each video randomly contains one
or two actions. When generating descriptions, we de-
sign a predefined sentence template to fill the sub-
ject, action, and optional object. The final position
is also provided for actions “pick-place” and “slide”.
By specifying the final position with an accurate co-
ordinate or a quadrant area, explicit descriptions and
ambiguous descriptions are provided for deterministic
and diverse video generation, respectively.

• CATER-GEN-v2: CATER-GEN-v2 is a much more
complex dataset which contains 3 ∼ 8 objects in each
video. Each object has 4 attributes that are randomly
chosen from five shapes, three sizes, nine colors, and
two materials. The atomic actions are the same as in
CATER-GEN-v1. To create ambiguity in text descrip-
tions, we not only replace the final coordinate, but also
randomly discard the attributes for each object, thus
the object may not be unique due to the uncertainty in
the referring expression.

The resolution of the generated video is 64 × 64 for the
new and two existing MNIST-based datasets, and 256 ×
256 for two CATER-based datasets. Both Single Mov-
ing MNIST and Double Moving MNIST contain 10k pairs
for training and 2k for testing following [7]. For CATER-
GEN-v1, we generate 3.5k pairs for training and 1.5k pairs
for testing. For the more complicated datasets Modified-
MNIST and CATER-GEN-v2, we generate 24k pairs for
training and 6k pairs for testing. Samples from generated
datasets are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Samples from Modified Double Moving MNIST, CATER-GEN-v1 and CATER-GEN-v2, respectively. For CATER-GENs, we
split the 2D table plane into a 6 × 6 portion with fixed axes as shown on the top right. Thus, the position of object can be described with
coordinate or quadrant. Note that the camera position is static.

4.2. Implementation Details

Both VQ-VAE and video generator in our experiments
are trained from scratch. For VQ-VAE, we use the similar
encoder and decoder structure as [23] with codebook size
512 × 256. The input size is H = 64,W = 64, C = 1 for
MNIST-based datasets, andH = 128,W = 128, C = 3 for
CATER-based datasets. After VQ, images are compressed
to 16×16 visual tokens. The text description is encoded by
a two-layer transformer. We let T = 10, d = 512 and stack
two axial transformer blocks to generate the video. We use
a batch size of 32 and a learning rate of 5e-5. The speed
η is normalized to (0, 1), which is mapped to a predefined
frame sampling interval.

In the training stage, the speed η is randomly sampled
from (0, 1) and we use the corresponding sampling inter-
val to obtain the reference video. To improve training ef-
ficiency, we input s and {x1, · · · , xT−1} to predict future
frame tokens {ẑ2, · · · , ẑT } in parallel. For inference, only
the first image and a text description are given. We sam-
ple the implicit randomness from a normal distribution and
generate the video sequence in an auto-regressive way.

4.3. Deterministic Video Generation

To evaluate whether MAGE can achieve the first goal
of TI2V task, known as controllability, we discard implicit
randomness module and use the explicit descriptions in the
dataset. Thus, the whole model is deterministic, and the
“correct” video is unique. In this section, we first show

the qualitative performance of generated videos (please re-
fer to supplementary Sec.2 for quantitative results and ab-
lation studies), then the controllability of explicit condition
is evaluated. More interestingly, we try to input the same
image but different descriptions (speed kept unchanged), to
show how to manipulate the objects through different text.

4.3.1 Qualitative Evaluation

We first show the qualitative results on three MNIST-based
datasets and two CATER-based datasets with explicit de-
scriptions in Fig.5 and Fig.4, respectively. The generated
videos have high visual quality, and the motion is highly co-
herent with the one specified in the text. For three MNIST-
based datasets, the digits are moving smoothly and the
shapes are well maintained. Especially for the hard example
from Modified Double Moving MNIST (Fig.5(c)), the given
image contains three digits with a large overlap. MAGE is
able to recognize “3” and “9” specified in the text and dis-
assemble them, while keeping the unmentioned “1” still.

In CATER-GEN-v1, although there are only two objects,
it is still a challenge to not only generate right motion, but
also simulate variations of surface lighting and shadows of
objects because of three illuminants out of scene. It can
be observed in Fig.4(a) that the cone is placed to the right
coordinate. Both the changing of surface light and shadow
are generated quite well. For the rotating of snitch, it is
difficult for both VQ-VAE and the generation model to re-
construct such small object with complex appearance. We
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Figure 4. Generated Samples from CATER-GEN-v1 and CATER-GEN-v2, respectively. The images of the left column are given first
images, and the first row of each sample is the given text and speed.

Figure 5. Generated Samples from Single / Double / Modified
Double Moving MNIST, respectively, from top to bottom. The
left column shows given images, and the first row of each sample
is the given text and speed.

can still observe the variation on the surface which suggests
that there is an action “rotate” happening.

For the sample from CATER-GEN-v2 as shown in
Fig.4(b), although there are six different objects, the model
successfully locates the “medium green rubber cone”,
“large purple metal cone”, and “medium green metal
sphere”. It can also handle the occlusion relation for ac-
tion “contain”. Meanwhile, other unmentioned objects are
kept stable and still.

4.3.2 Explicit Condition Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness in handling the explicit con-
dition, we count the number of frames when the motion
finishes under different speed settings. Fig.6 shows the re-
sult on CATER-GEN-v1 with predefined sampling interval
(3, 6). It can be found that the speed of generated video
is consistent with ground truth. The borderline speed may
cause confusion due to the sampling accuracy, but the error
is within one frame. It proves that the MA is able to inte-
grate the information specified in the explicit condition and
pass it to visual tokens. We believe that this structure also
works for other quantifiable conditions.

Figure 6. Statistics of the number of frames when the motion fin-
ishes from CATER-GEN-v1 test set (1500 samples), where the X-
axis stands for the input speed η and Y-axis stands for the number
of frames. The blue line and red scatter represent ground truth and
generated video, respectively.

4.3.3 Composability Evaluation

In order to show the controllability of text, we try to use
different descriptions to manipulate the same image. We
show the results of CATER-GEN-v2 in Fig.7 trying to ma-
nipulate different objects moving to different positions. The
results indicate that our model can recognize different ob-
jects as well as their attributes like “medium purple metal
cone” and “large purple rubber cone”. In our experiments,
we observe in some rare cases that the color of objects may
change in the generated videos (the cyan sphere in the last
row of Fig.7). This is actually caused by the reconstruction
quality of VQ-VAE. We expect that this error will disappear
when a higher-capacity VQ-VAE is trained.

4.4. Diverse Video Generation

The uncertainty in description is a great challenge for
TI2V task. In this experiment, we try to generate video with
ambiguous descriptions to show that whether the model can
generate diverse videos under the premise of semantically
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Figure 7. Generated Samples from CATER-GEN-v2 for composability evaluation. The left column shows the input with the same image
and speed but different texts.

Figure 8. Generated Samples of diverse video generation from
CATER-GEN-v1. Given the same image, description and speed
as input in the first row, we generate four videos and show the 5th
and 10th frames.

consistency with text. We conduct experiments on CATER-
GEN-v1 and CATER-GEN-v2 with ambiguous descriptions
and add the implicit randomness module. In the inference
phrase, multiple videos are generated for the same set of im-
age, text, and speed as input. For CATER-GEN-v1 dataset,
the randomness implied in the description is the final po-
sition for action “pick-place” and “slide”, as only quadrant
is provided instead of exact coordinate. The results shown
in Fig.8 indicate that our generation model can generate di-
verse videos in which objects are placed to the correct quad-
rant but random positions.

For CATER-GEN-v2 dataset, the implicit randomness
exists in both position and referring expression. We show
an example in Fig.9 that the given image contains two cones
that are not distinguished in the description. The generated
results show that both the gray cone and the blue cone have
chances to be picked. In addition, the placement positions
are all in the first quadrant but can be different coordinates.

The diverse video generation results indicate that the un-
certainty existed in data distribution can be automatically
extracted and integrated into motion anchor, while generat-
ing reasonable and diverse videos. It is encouraging to see

Figure 9. Generated Samples of diverse video generation from
CATER-GEN-v2.

the success of MAGE on these two datasets with controlled
randomness. It suggests that MAGE may also work well
for other challenging datasets if the randomness can be ef-
ficiently modelled. Please refer to the supplementary Sec.3
for more visualizations.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel Text-Image-to-
Video generation task aiming to generate video from a static
image and a text description. We have proposed MAGE
which based on motion anchor enabling alignment between
appearance and motion representation to generate control-
lable and diverse videos. To evaluate the feasibility of TI2V
task and our model, we have also introduced the Modified
Double Moving MNIST and CATER-GEN datasets. Ex-
periments have shown that our model can not only generate
coherent and consistent videos, but also successfully model
both explicit condition and implicit randomness. However,
it is still a great challenge to generate realistic and open-
domain videos because of the high randomness and diver-
sity in video-text pairs. We believe TI2V is a challenging
and valuable research direction. In the future, we will ex-
tend MAGE to more challenging realistic video data.
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